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Abstract
This study is a survey from differences Universities of Cote d’ivoire, in order to understand the challenges facing
by searchers during their scientific research. The study developed questionnaire consisting of five hypotheses,
among diversities of challenges encountered by scientific searchers around the World. The choice of this five
hypothesis is due to the differences characteristics such as the history of the nations and because Cote d’ivoire is
less-developed country. This paper adopted a qualitative and quantitative analysis research strategy to examine
the difficulties facing by searchers. This Work used two methods a semi –structured interview, and
experimentation. Qualitative data has been collected through interview while quantitative data by
experimentation.
Our finding confirmed the difficulty encountered by the differences searchers at Universities or institutions
searchers, or institutions searchers to achieve a fruitful outcomes research for its own interest or for participation
in country development projects.
Keywords: challenges, scientific research, Cote d’Ivoire
1. Introduction
Scientific research is a common methodology elaborated by searchers at Universities or institutions. It is a new
knowledge through an independent information. The work of searcher is to recoup information through different
channels information or website. He expected to elaborate a new knowledge, or to confirm a previous empirical
work result. Or may be bring an amendment of existing knowledge. In addition to learning about the scientific
work, self-governed work on the assignment is seen as an approach to developing skills (See e.g. Limberg, 1999;
Smith & Hepworth 2007; Wallace, Kupperman, Krajcik, & Soloway 2000). Although Scientific research allow a
searchers to be cognized and enhance its performance in differences field, it is also allow him to learn and
understand the research environments. His research result will use or amended by other searchers through
reflection and criticism in open sites.
Today intellectual or universities searchers from different countries debate researches results. However, in Africa,
searchers contributed less in world creation of knowledge. The reason is that most of African countries still
under developed with inefficiency infrastructure on education field. The research as we know is the starting point
of scientific projects, which enhance human capital and development of the nation .Research, is also significant
determinant of country productivity (GDP).
In Cote d’Ivoire, although research ranked a predominant choice, the budget allocate in the education system for
research still insignificant, with a little investment in research. For example, in 2011, when worldwide expenditure
on research was 1.77% of the total global gross domestic product, Cote divoire spent 0.2% of its GDP and South
Africa spent 0.76% of its GDP on research. The investment in research continues to be down and as consequences
the African continent are facing deterioration of human capital and diseases may continue to resurface with
depreciation of living standard, death rates multiplied with a short expectancy. Those mentioned above are the lack
of will of leader to give priority on scientific research. Debating about the difficulties to conducting scientific
research in Cote d’Ivoire is a step towards contributing of the existing finding and identifying all parameters
affecting the scientific research in the country which will could alleviate the differences difficulties facing by the
countries, in term of challenges to come to the development.
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Located iin West Africaa, cote d’ivoirre still since thhe independen
nce, a less-dev
veloped counttry, where thee scientific
research Works till a challenge to achieve a goood developm
ment projects.. For instancee the tendenccy of cote
d’ivoire eexpenditure inn education area
a
From 19970 to 2015, has
h been evid
denced by Unniversity of sherbrooke
quebec, C
Canada. We found
f
that larrge expenditurre was the peeriod of 1979 called « Mirracle ivoirien » it is the
prosperityy period in which
w
the cotee d’ivoire starrted to build its infrastructture, in term oof education. But from
1990 the share of GDP
P allocate in th
he education syystem becamee low due to th
he budget defi
ficit leads by the decline
of export revenue. .

n area (%GDP
P) from 1970 tto 2015
Figuree 1. Tendency of expenditurre in education
he challenges tthat searchers face during th
heir research ppapers. We willl examine
This papeer has purposee to find out th
challengees encountereed by searcheers in Cote dd’ivoire. The findings of this study w
will be instru
umental in
identifyinng opportunitiies for improv
vement, as weell as elementss that need to be factored in
into the develo
opment of
programss
2. Methoods
2.1 Samppling
This studdy is a surveyy from CIRES (centre de recherche economique et social ), CNR
RA (centre national de
recherchee agronomie) which are animated
a
by llecture from University of
o FELIX HO
OUPHOUET BOIGNY,
Universitty of Nangui ABrogua; Un
niversity of A
Alassane Ouatttara, Universiity of Koroghho ,University
y of Daloa
and Univversity of MAN
N.The survey continued in INPHB(instittut polytechin
nque Felix Houuphouet Boig
gny) which
constitutees a reference school in Ivory Coast.
The Survvey involve a random seleection from ddifferent Universities animaated by lecturre in social ,economic,
agronomiic, mathematicc, and techniccal departmentt. We are also collected info
ormation from
m post gradateed students,
because ssome of them already published their firsst Scientific work
w
This survvey do not anonymised thee participants. We considereed the positio
on of each seaarcher in univ
versities or
institutionn. We just connsidered their opinions or annswer which attracted
a
our attention.
a
3. Researrch Design
In order tto conduct ourr study, we deeveloped 5 hyypothesis whicch are questionnaire. All paarticipants ansswered the
questionss on the subjecct of research paper challennges encounterred by searcheers.
Those hyypotheses havve been chosee according too the previou
us empirical studies
s
and baased on the difficulties
d
encounterred by lecturee and searchers in the countr
try. As we kno
ow the problem
mes facing byy High incomee countries
are differrence from less-developed countries.
c
The 5 hyppothesis has been
b
sent par the
t differencees participants through sociaal networks suuch as linkedln whatspp;
wechat aand also throough mail. Participants inn this survey are included
d research proofessionals, professors,
p
Associatee professor, seearchers and th
hesis students .
3.1 Modeel Specification
The studyy is based onn participants opinions regaarding hypoth
hesis of the reesearch. The 5 hypothesis questions
have beenn answered byy all .participants and theirr opinions hav
ve been comp
piled, in orderr to reach a qu
uantitative
Analysis.. As mentioneed above, this study is sur
urvey on the challenges
c
en
ncountered byy searchers du
uring their
research ppaper. It is based on peoplee opinions andd feeling abou
ut the research in differencess fields in Cotte d’ivoire.
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Participannts are searchher of institutio
ons, professorr, Associate prrofessor and post
p graduate students. Thee choice of
this qualiitative study iss to gain holisstic, compreheensive and afffluent data (W
Walker et al. 20008). On the other
o
hand,
Qualitativve study is to understand a phenomenonn, and generate words, ratheer than numbeers, as data fo
or analysis
(Patton & Cochran, 2002).
As show
wed below onn the table, th
he research eestablished th
hat approximaately forty seeven percent (45%) of
participannts are Assocciate-searcherrs professors. An addition
nal 15% are professors annd approximaately forty
percent (440%) are enroolled in Post gradated Progrrams.
Table 1. L
Level of of paarticipants
Level of Educcation

Percentage

Professors

15%

Associate-Seaarchers professor

45%

Post gradued students
s

40%

Figure
F
1. Leveel of education
n of participan
nts
3.2 Reseaarch Hypothessis
H1: Diffiiculty in accesssing publicatiions during thhe literature reeview stage.
H2: Diffiiculty in sourccing funding, especially
e
at tthe national leevel.
H3: Factoors affecting research
r
outpu
ut in Cote d’ivvoire.
H4: Facillities for reseaarch training and
a skill devellopment.
4. Resultt
a. Particiipant charactteristics
Seven Unniversities havve been selecteed to animate our survey. Each
E
university
y are represennted by differeences UFR
(Trainingg and researchh Unities). Paarticipant ratee of each Un
niversity has been
b
summarrized in our table.
t
The
Survey haas registered 212
2 participan
nts’ responses on the total number
n
of 260
0 searchers, w
which is estimaated at 81 %
as ratio.
bed based on the Universityy and UFR paarticipants
Thus partticipation ratee for each uniiversity is therrefore describ
(Professoor, associate professor
p
and Post gradatedd students) that were selectted to particippate. The Uniiversity of
felix houpphouet registeered large num
mber of particiipants responsse, equal to 68
8 searchers. Itt is representin
ng 80% of
participattion. The Uniiversity of ko
orogho particip
ipant rate is 71%
7
with 23 participants rresponse. Uniiversity of
Daloa paarticipant respponse ratio is estimated aat 87% with the number of 47 particcipants, whilee with 17
participannts at the univversity of Bouaake, the ratio is 77%.
INPHB school particippant’s ratio is 100%, becausse the two pro
ofessors interro
ogated in thiss survey did no
ot decline.
The Univversity of NA
ANGUI ABRO
OGUA ratio iis 80% with only 8 participants. All sppecifications have
h
been
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identified by the differences searchers (professors, Associate –searchers professor and Post gradated students in
each departments.
Table 2. Characteristics of participants
Numbers

of

UNIVERSITY OF FELIX HOUPHOUET BOIGNY

searchers

Number of participants

UFR DE MATHEMATIQUE ET INFORMATIQUE

25

14

0.56

Ratio

UFR DE SCIENCE DES STRUCTURES DE LA MATIERE

15

15

1

UFR DES BIOSCIENCES

25

22

0.88

UFR DES SCIENCES ECONOMIQUES DE GESTION

20

17

0.85

total UFHB

85

68

80

UFR SCIENCE ET TECHNIQUE

15

12

0.8

UFR SCIENCE GEOLOGIQUE

10

5

0.5

UNIVERSITY DE MAN

UFR INGENIERIE FORESTIERE ET ENVIRONNEMENTALE

30

25

0.83

TOTAL UMAN

55

42

76

UFR SCIENCE ENVIRONNEMENTALE

20

19

0.95

UFR AGRONOMIQUE

15

12

0.8

UFR SCIENCES ECONOMIQUES ET DE GESTION

19

16

0.84

total OF UDALOA

54

47

87

5

3

0.6

UNIVERSITY JEAN LORONGNON GUEDE(DALOA)

UNIVERSITY OF KOROGHO
UFR DE SCIENCE BIOLOGIQUES
UFR DES SCIENCES SOCIALES

14

10

0.71

INSTITUT DE GESTION AGROSPASTORALE

13

10

0.76

Total

32

23

71

LABORATOIRE d'AGRONOMIE ET DEVPT RURALE

10

5

0.5

LORATOIRE D'ANALYSE.DE MODELISATION

5

5

1

7

7

1

22

17

77

DEPARTEMENT DE RECHERCHE ET ECOLE DOCTORALE

2

2

1

Total INPHB

2

2

1

UFR SFA(Science fondementale appliquee)

3

1

0.33

UFR SGE

5

5

1

UFR STA( Science de la terre)

2

2

1

TOTAL

10

8

80

TOTAL PARTICIPANTS

260

212

81

UNIVERSITY OF BOUAKE

ET PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIQUE
LABORATOIRE d'AGROPASTORALISME ZOOTECHNIE
ET SANTE ANIMALE(LAZSA)
Total UOA
INPHB(INSTITUT POLYTECHNIQUE FHB)

UNIVERSITY OF NANGUI ABROGUA

b. Difficulty in accessing publications during the literature review stage
Participants’ response regarding the Hypothesis H1 has been resumed in the figure 2 below. The Schema shows
that 44.62% of Post gradated students’ response favorably of the difficulty in accessing publications during the
literature reviews stage. While only 6.92% among professors at the differences Universities supposed that access
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to publication is not easy. The 93.08% of professor responded negatively to this hypothesis. They mentioned that
access to publication should not a barriers to stop achieving a scientific research. However, 17.69% of associate
professor respond positively to this hypothesis.They admitted the difficulty in accessing to publications. While
30.77% of searchers confirmed the difficulty in accessing publications.

Difficulty in accessing Publications
Professor
Searchers
PhD Student
Associate Professor
0.00%

10.00% 20.00% 30.00% 40.00% 50.00%

Figure 2. participants respondents ,in percentage for the H1
c. H2: Difficulty in sourcing funding, especially at the national level.
In order to clarify the participants opinions about the difficulty in sourcing funding, the study attributed on each
opinions a score variable from 50-100 points.
At 50 points level, participant score is low and express a weakness degree of difficulty to find a budget while at
100 points level, opinions indicate a strength opinion about a difficulty to find a fund to achieve a scientific
research paper. Each participant chose a score to express his points of views regarding hypothesis 2. Figure 3
expressed the participants’ opinions. The study has resumed all participants opinions (Professors,
Associate-professors, searchers and post gradated students) in the seven Universities mentioned above.
As result, we observed almost in each department a score above 80 points. This means searchers opinions are
favorable regarding the difficulty encountered in sourcing funding. All participants are agreed and recognize the
difficulty to find a budget allocate in differences field such as Biology, Agricultural, Economic, ingenerate and
healthy fields.
University average score regarding the hypothesis 2 has been positive with high score of 84.5 points. In sum,
participants confirmed the lack of fund to achieve a scientific research properly
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H2
2 Difficultyy in sourcing Fundin
ng
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Figure 3. Diff
fficulty in Sou
urcing Funding
g
d: Factorrs affecting reesearch outpu
ut in Cote d’Ivvoire
Searcher from differennces departmen
nt of each uniiversity has un
nderlined factors encounterred and which
h influence
research ooutput in cotee d’ivoire. Tab
ble below resuumed factors liisted by particcipants
Table3. L
List of factors affecting reseearch output
Difficuulty to access in previous
p
research
h paper
LAck of interest or com
mmitment to reseaarch by Cote d »iivoire governmen
nts
Unablee for searchers too conduct a good quality
q
project(sccientific research))
Researrch project did noot get fund to achieve to the resultss.
Lack oof internet connecction in differentss universities andd institution in thee countries
Brain drain of countryy searchers for better
b
opportunitiies overseas,speccially to developed country wherre research attracct more
attentioon.
Little oor no understandiing of the importaance of research bby African leaderrs;
Researrch priorities for Africa
A
are usually
y decided by fundding organisation
ns from overseas.
Lack oof additional trainning after the univ
versity course forr writing and improving a scientific project.
Difficuulty to collect an accurate and reliable data.Accessiing to data in Afrrica constitue a biig issues and conffidentiel
Professsors do not have time
t
for the trainiing of young peopple coming into th
he job of research
hers. In some univversity departmen
nt, there
blem that wants the professors rem
main forever and we
w dare
are onlly 2 or 3 professoors. The lack of prrofessors is actuaally a cultural prob
not traain new entrants.Today is a big problem in the uuniversities and it risks becomin
ng the nucleus oof the destruction
n of the
univerrsities in Africa

e: Facilitties for researrch training and
a skill devellopment
Regard thhe Hypothesiss 4. We asked
d the searcherss if they knew
w any research
h institution inn the country providing
training aand researcherr developmentt programs. Eaach Universitiies participantt responded faavorably.
In Cote dd’ivoire there are at least th
hree kinds off institutes opeerating in diveersities area. T
c
and
There is the center
institutes attached to universities
u
succh as (Ivoiriann center of research of sociial and econom
mic (CIRES);; Research
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institutes of mathematic (IRMA); Research institutes of ecology; Research institutes of energy fields).
The second is the center and institutes are center and institutes with dual supervision such as CNRA (national
institutes of research of agronomic, Rubber harvest institutes (HEVEOGO).
Finally, the third one is the center and international institutes which are invest in different fields in the country,
for instance ,the center for international cooperation in agronomic research for development is a structure which
accompany government in the field of agricultural.
However participants indicated that those researches institutes are not working properly because of lack of
material, documents, books, internet connections and lack of training as well.
5. Discussions
This study has identified the key challenges encountered by searchers in the environment of universities and
institutes attached to university and polytechnic school in Cote d’Ivoire. We worked with intellectual; searchers,
professor, and post graduate student at different level in the country, in order to find a way to enhance, and create
and generate a new scientific knowledge in the country. As we know, the scientific research is a key to the
development of any country. As Cote d’Ivoire would like to be a developing country in the near future according to
president vision and objective.
However, it is important that understand the development of any nation are coming from the creation of new
knowledge, in order to face the environment changing due to new technology.
For the past 30 years, china has focused on creating knowledge through huge investment in research.
For instance in 2017, China’s spending on research and development (R & D) continued to grow at a brisk pace,
"an official statement from the State Bureau of Chinese Statistics announced in mid-February.
On an annual basis, overall investment amounts to nearly € 225 billion * (1750 billion yuan), an increase of
11.6%. R & D now represents 2.12% of the country's GDP, an increase of 0.01% compared to 2016.
In this study, we invested on four hypothesis or variables among diversities of variables as the causes of
inefficiency of scientific research achievement in the countries.
In our study, the debate of Difficulty in accessing publications during the literature review stage has been crucial.
Above 65% confirmed the difficulty in accessing publication. The difficulty is coming from the lack of internet
service or Wi-Fi in the campus. There is not partnership with some foreign institution online. There is not online
library to upload the research paper, final thesis.
For example in Shanghai University, you can find all final thesis for PhD student in the school website. These help
new comers to make their research easily. Most of Universities in China possesses library online.
Regard the hypothesis 2, we evaluate through a score The average score of participant is estimated at 84.6 points
near the 100.This express the lack of fund allocate to the research fields.
Participant response matches with the figure 1 at the introduction which showed the tendency of expenditure in the
education field. The GDP share allocates in education area continue to be low. Leaders do not put more attention
on the education field comparing with Mauritius where
The tendency of GDP share allocate in education system continue to increase (see perspective Monde, outil
pedagogue des grands tendences mondiales depuis, 1945)
None universities in cote d’Ivoire undertakes sustainability of research very seriously, comparing with British
University in Egypt, where the university research plan offers mechanisms for availability of resources,
environment and policies to researchers.
The lack of funding support can be the fact that members of government and higher civil servants are mostly
non-scientists and it is necessary for scientists to go out and explain the significance of their work and what they
hope to achieve, with the objective of building up a climate of support.
Having obtained support then the work should be pursued with the serious intention of showing results for the
money received. The reason that the governments of many less-developed countries do not support scientific
research more enthusiastically than they do, is because they regard research as a sack into which money is
poured and nothing of apparent value comes out.
It is inevitable, probably desirable, that most research in less-developed countries will be applied or
mission-oriented. Applied research need not really be restrictive -there is always room for original and basic
approaches within the framework of programs having ultimate practical objectives. Such an approach is more
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likely to receive increased government funding than programs not linked to practical requirements
When it comes to the factors affecting research output and the facilities for research training and skill
development in Cote d’ivoire, the challenges .is coming from the incapacity of individual researchers, including
lack of skills, incompetencies and attitudes to make a quality research.
To solve these issues, it is crucial to build a research institution coupled by government support.
This will reinforce the searchers skills through organized training programs and research activities. Most of the
searchers in the countries obtained their training during their Post gradated Program at University. However, this
university education is not enough to develop good searcher skills. The majority of participants were agreed in
added research training to complete their academic studies in on research institution..
Thus, without institutions with adequate systems for training, guidance and supervision, it is impossible for
researchers to develop the skills and expertise required to produce and publish good quality research. It is
therefore imperative that African universities become more research-intensive
6. Conclusion
The study identified the key challenge encountered by the searchers in Cote d’Ivoire during their researches to
produce a quality scientific work. The studies retained four main hypotheses among varieties of challenges
encountered by searcher around the world. In Cote d’Ivoire, searchers are experiencing the lack of training in
research institutions as many West Africans countries, after their universities curses.
The difficulties in sourcing funding has been the key challenges encountered in cote d’Ivoire and the problems
underlined is the lack of will for the leader to give a priority to education field. Scientific Research Issues in Cote
d’Ivoire remain unmet and as consequence, after 59 years of independency, we still Less-developed and the
budget allocated to the research remain insufficient.
The country Universities lack a minimum infrastructure to assure a good quality education. Research platform is
almost in existing, due to lack of internet connection and Wi-Fi.
As consequence, we are seeing a deteriorating research quality on the country in different fields Such as medicine,
economic, energy sector.
However effort has been in agricultural sector where CNRA (centre de recherche Agronomie) is performed well, in
term of research in the country export products such as cocoa, coffee, cotton. But we also need government
intervention effort in different areas, in order to assure our development.
Recently, in West Africa, it was found that most Ebola research has been conducted in America, while the disease
remained in the continent
As consequence of lack of vigorous and high quality scientific research several issues solution in Africa remain
unmet, such as, diseases may continue to resurface in Africa, standard of living depreciated, death rates multiplied
and the African continent will remain under-developed.
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